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Status
Pending

Subject
RSS feeds on tiki calendar + calendar data sharing via RSS (remote calendars) or ical

Version
2.x

Category
- Feature request

Feature
- Calendar
- RSS
- Interaction (with the outside World)

Resolution status
Needs discussion

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 7

Description
We already are able to show articles, wiki page changes, etc on our calendar. So, how about showing RSS feeds on tiki-calendar.php? That would be a nice way to aggregate all the RSS feeds 😊

RSS feeds could be filtered much the same way as Group Calendars and Tools Calendars. A third column would be added with all available RSS feeds. Users could select via checkbox which RSS feeds they want. (By default none are selected)

Therefore, thanks to RSS in & out for calendars, several Tiki sites could federate calendar data via RSS.

Later, we can add ical and hcalendar (http://www.microformats.org/wiki/hcalendar). But in the mean time, it's an easy & efficient solution for calendar sharing 😊

WebCalendar has a Remote Calendars feature to support hCalendar (for example)

Related:
Import/sync from RSS/ical and not just show

Importance
7
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
496

Created
Tuesday 31 January, 2006 04:26:32 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
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Comments

Marc Laporte 08 Dec 07 23:50 GMT-0000
We’ll explore adding Microformats to TikiWiki
http://facil.qc.ca/CodeFest2008

Dominic 19 Apr 10 21:26 GMT-0000
iCal in and out would be great.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 05 Oct 21 09:01 GMT-0000
I read and re-read the ticket and as it mix several request and functions (ical) it is hard to evaluate only a section of the ticket. Please retest and update (Tiki23+) and eventually split the ticket so each part still requiring improvement can be worked on.
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